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Figure 1: (a) T. ramosum root system after digging up and
removing excess soil. Caudex and branches can be distinguished.
(b) Example of cutting including part of the caudex. (c) Example of
cutting of a single branch with flowers and leaves removed. Photos
taken by author.

Thesium ramosum is an invasive hemiparasitic
plant found in Fish Creek Provincial Park (FCPP;
Nickrent 2016; McLay 2012). Attempts to germinate
T. ramosum seeds at St. Mary’s University have been
unsuccessful and thus no controlled ecological
experiments have been conducted.

Rooting from cuttings, termed adventitious
rooting (AR), is an alternative to the germination of
seeds. The aim of this study was to ascertain if T.
ramosum can develop roots from cuttings (da Costa
et al. 2013, de Klerk et al. 1999).

AR involves three phases: induction, initiation and
expression which are all influenced by hormonal
changes triggered by wounding (da Costa et al.
2013). The induction phase involves biochemical
adjustments such as the increase of auxins, pro-
rooting hormones (da Costa et al. 2013). In the
initiation phase, cells start dividing and primitive
root-cell clusters are formed (da Costa et al. 2013).
Finally, the expression phase involves the growth of
the roots through the stem tissues and the
establishment of the vascular system of the new
plant (da Costa et al. 2013).

Auxins are commercially used to induce rooting in
some species (de Klerk et al. 1999). The most
common auxins used in synthetic rooting
compounds are indole-3-buturic acid (IBA) and
indole-3-acetic acid (IAA; de Klerk et al. 1999; Blazich
1988).

Mother plant’s nutritional status is transferred to 
the cutting affecting its ability to develop AR (da 
Costa et al. 2013). Developmental age of a mother 
plant can also influence the ability of cuttings to 
form AR, younger plants having more success (da 
Costa et al. 2013 & Hackett 1988). 

Samples were collected from Glennfield at FCPP
by digging up T. ramosum plants and slicing off
branches and portions of the caudex (Figure 1).
Samples were monitored and watered once a week
for ten weeks. At the end of the growing period
cuttings were examined under a dissecting
microscope to determine if there was root growth
(Figure 2 and 3).

Root development was observed in six samples all
of which were branches treated with hormones.
Among these, one was grown in soil, in the absence
of host (Table 1). The remaining five where grown in
the presence of host, three of which were grown in
soil and two in water (Table 1). Out of the 48 branch
samples grown with host and hormone presence,
10.4% showed root growth.

Fifteen of the samples showed growth of leaves
and developed flowers without any root growth
(Table 2). Eleven of these were branches (Table 2). Of
those, nine grew in the presence of hormone (Table
2). The caudex samples only showed shoot growth
in the presence of host and hormone (Table 2). Of
the 48 branch samples grown with host and
hormone presence, 16.7% showed shoot growth.a b

Figure 2. (a) Apparent root fragment seen by examination using a
dissecting microscope on a branch sample grown with host and
hormone 1 in soil after 10 weeks.. (b) Root development seen on a
branch sample grown with hormone 1 in water without host after 10
weeks. Photo taken by author

Branch 
Samples. 

Host No Host
Total

Water Soil Water Soil

Hormone 
Present 2 3 0 1 6

Table 1: Contingency table of branch samples with root growth. 

Host No Host
Total

Water Soil Water Soil

Branch

Hormone 
Present 4 4 0 1 9

Hormone 
Absent 0 0 2 0 2

Caudex

Hormone 
Present 0 4 0 0 4

Hormone
Absent 0 0 0 0 0

Total 4 8 2 1 15

Table 3: Contingency table of branch and caudex samples that 
showed shoot growth. 

This experiment is considered a success
because it was found that rooting T. ramosum
from cuttings is possible. However, it is not
possible to statistically determine which condition
was the most favorable for rooting of T. ramosum
cuttings.

T. ramosum can be qualified as a hard-to-root 
species since the application of rooting 
compounds was necessary for successful root 
formation. 

The condition that lead to most success was 
that of branch samples grown with host and 
hormone (1 or 2), with substrate and type of 
hormone seeming to be less important. 

Future experiments should consider the following: 
- Narrowing down the conditions used to only 

include branch samples since they were the 
most successful in this trial.

- Longer growing times to allow for more 
samples to develop roots. 

- Including additional factors like age and 
nutrition when choosing mother plants in order 
to have cuttings with the most potential for AR 
formation. 

- Increasing the concentration of IBA used to 
potentiate the effects seen in this experiment. 

is it possible?

A set of variables were combined to create a total
of 24 experimental conditions to which 264 cuttings
of T. ramosum were evenly distributed resulting in
12 reps per condition.

The variables were: 
1. Substrate: soil or water.
2. Rooting hormone (auxins): 0.4% IBA (1), 0.4% IBA 

with fungicide (2) or absent. 
3. Host: present or absent.
4. Source of cutting: branch or caudex (Figure 1)

Figure 3: Sample of branch showing multiple roots in host and 
hormone 2 treatment in water after 6. Photo taken by author. 
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